Simian varicella virus gene 28 and 29 promoters share a common upstream stimulatory factor-binding site and are induced by IE62 transactivation.
Simian varicella virus (SVV) is a neurotropic alphaherpesvirus that causes a natural, varicella-like disease in non-human primates. After resolution of the primary disease, SVV, like its human counterpart, varicella-zoster virus (VZV), establishes latent infection in the neural ganglia of the host. In this study, gene expression of SVV open reading frames (ORFs) 28 and 29, which encode the viral DNA polymerase and DNA-binding protein, respectively, was characterized during lytic infection of Vero cells. The results indicate that the intergenic region controlling gene 28 and 29 expression includes overlapping, divergent promoters. The ORF 28 and 29 promoters are active in SVV-infected Vero cells, but not in uninfected cells. The SVV immediate-early gene 62 (IE62) product transactivates ORF 28 and 29 expression, and a cellular upstream stimulatory factor-binding site is important for efficient IE62 induction of genes 28 and 29. DNA sequence analysis of the 185 bp intergenic region identified putative cellular transcription factor-binding sites. Transcriptional analysis mapped ORF 28 and 29 RNA start sites. A recombinant SVV was employed to demonstrate that the ORF 29 promoter can express a heterologous gene (green fluorescent protein) when inserted into a novel site (the ORF 12/13 intergenic region) within the SVV genome. The findings demonstrate similarities between SVV and VZV ORF 28/29 expression and indicate that the simian varicella model may be useful to investigate the differential regulation of viral genes during lytic and latent infection.